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Intro: (3 beats each)

Wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen, friendly old girl of the town

'The tavern light, on this merry night, let us clink and drink one down

To wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen, salty old queen of the sea,

Once I sailed away, but I'm home today,

Singing Copenhagen, wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen for me!

Wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen, friendly old girl of the town

'The tavern light, on this merry night, let us clink and drink one down

Wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen, salty old queen of the sea,

Once I sailed away, but I'm home today,

Singing Copenhagen, wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen for me! (Repeat line)
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Intro:  F#m  C#m  F#m  C#m  B7  E7  A  E7  (3 beats each)

A                                          Bm7    E7        A                                F#7b9  F#7
Wonderful, wonderful Copen-hagen, friendly old girl of the town

Bm7             E7                A               C#m             F#m        C#m           Bm7   E7
'Neath her tavern light,       on this merry night,         let us clink and drink one down

A                                          Bm7    E7        A                               F#7b9  F#7
To wonderful, wonderful Copen-hagen, salty old queen of the sea,

Bm7             E7             A            C#m
Once I sailed away,      but I'm home today,

A                          Bm7    E7        A                               F#7b9  F#7
Singing Copen-hagen, wonderful, wonderful Copen-hagen for me!

C                                          Dm7      G7       C                                A7b9   A7
Wonderful, wonderful Copen-hagen, friendly old girl of the town

Dm7              G7                C                  Em             Am          Em          Dm7   G7
'Neath her tavern light,       on this merry night,         let us clink and drink one down

C                                          Dm7      G7       C                                A7b9   A7
Wonderful, wonderful Copen-hagen, salty old queen of the sea,

Dm7              G7                C                  Em
Once I sailed away,      but I'm home today,

Am      Em       Am             Em             D7       G7           C
Singing Copen-hagen, wonderful, wonderful Copen-hagen for me!

Am      Em       Am             Em             D7       G7           C
Singing Copen-hagen, wonderful, wonderful Copen-hagen for me!